An analytical model for the soliton-potential interaction is presented, by constructing a collective coordinate for the system. Most of the characters of the interaction are derived analytically while they are calculated by other models numerically. We will find that the behaviour of the soliton is like a point particle 'living' under the influence of a complicated potential which is a function of soliton velocity and the potential parameters. The analytic model does not have a clear prediction for the islands of initial velocities in which the soliton may reflect back or escape over the potential well.
Introduction
Topological solitons are widely use as models for description of particles generated as nontrivial solutions of nonlinear field theories. Skyrmions are solitons which are used as a model of hadrons. Some solitonic solutions appear in two-dimensional Quantum chromodynamics (QCD 2 ). In bosonized QCD 2 these type of solutions emerge as describing baryons and quark solitons, respectively. The generalized sine-Gordon model arises as the low-energy effective action of bosonized QCD 2 for unequal quark mass parameters. Also in the strong-coupling limit the static classical soliton which describes a baryon in QCD 2 turns out to be ordinary sine-Gordon kink. Modeling of optical self focusing phenomena, magnetic fluxes in real Josephson junctions are examples from other branches of physics.
In the meanwhile, dynamical evolution of a soliton during the interaction with potentials is an important phenomenon from the mathematical point of view and also because of its applications. Most of the researches are in base of numerical studies because such these systems are generally non-integrable. So it is clear that we need suitable models with analytic solutions to test the validity of such phenomenon and predict their behaviour.
In this paper an analytic model for the interaction of sine-Gordon solitons with defects is presented and the results are compared with numerical simulation outcomes from other models. So we need a brief review of the available models which presents in section 2. The analytic model is introduced and will be solved in section 3. Presented model will be compared with other models in section 4. The results for the soliton-barrier system are presented in section5. The results will be compared with the predictions of other models in this section too. In section 6 soliton-well system is discussed. Some conclusion and remarks will be presented in section 7.
2 Models for soliton-potential systems model 1: The potential generally arises from medium properties. The effects of medium disorders and impurities can be added to the equation of motion as perturbative terms. In this method, scattering of a soliton by a single impurity has been modeled as [1, 2] 
whereσ denotes the strength of impurity and ∂U ∂φ = sinφ for the sine-Gordon model. For an attractive potential well,σ is negative (σ < 0 ) and for a barrier σ is a positive number (σ > 0).
The impurity has been added as an external potential in this model . The interaction can be analyzed in term of some degree of freedom for the soliton ( position of the center of the soliton) and an impurity mode for the external potential.
In this approach the impurity causes the interaction of a soliton with an effective potential. In particular soliton can be trapped by an attractive potential because of energy loss due to radiation. In this model the impurity is not a rigid object. It has a localized oscillating state,so-called impurity mode.
In the absent of the impurity (σ = 0 ) equation (1) has an exact one soliton solution as
where X(t) = X 0 − V t and V is the soliton velocity. If we linearize equation around its ground state, we have
which has a localized oscillating mode
Dynamics of the soliton can be described by two variables, X(t) and a(t). To describe the motion of the soliton in the presence of an impurity, we have to integrate (2) over the variable x by using the adiabatic approximation [2] . After that, the kink coordinate X(t) is considered as a collective coordinate variable and its evolution describes the situation of the soliton during the interaction. Therefore the soliton is changed to a point particle with an effective mass of m ef f = 8 in the effective potential
The effective potential creates an effective force.
Model 2:
The effects of the potential also can be taken into account by making some parameters of the equation of motion (or lagrangian) to be function of space or time [3, 4] . In this approach a finite size, finite strength potential is included by appropriately modifying the coefficient of the nonlinear term in the lagrangian or equation of motion. The effective lagrangian from this model for the sine-Gordon soliton-potential system is
with solution
λ is chosen as
where p is the width of the potential. For λ 0 < 1 we have a potential well and λ 0 > 1 describes a potential barrier. A delta-like potential with the strength of ǫ 0 is constructed with the constraint λ 0 p = ǫ 0 . Model 3: One can add such effects to the lagrangian of the system by introducing a suitable nontrivial metric for the back ground space-time, without missing the topological boundary conditions [5, 6, 7, 8] . In other words, the metric carries the information of the medium. The general form of the action in an arbitrary metric is:
where "g" is the determinant of the metric g µν (x). Energy density of the "field + potential" can be found by varying "both" the field and the metric [7] . For the lagrangian of the form
the equation of motion becomes [7, 9] 1
The suitable metric in the presence of a weak potential V(x) is [5, 6, 7] :
The equation of motion (11) (describes by Lagrangian (10)) in the background space-time (12) is
For the sine-Gordon model, we have U (φ) = 1 − cos φ. A potential of the form V (x) = ae
has been chosen in [7] while a square shape potential has been used for simulations in [8] . In the above potential, parameter "a" controls the strength of the potential, "b" represents its range, and "c" indicates the center of the potential. If a > 0, the potential shows a barrier and for a < 0 the potential acts as a potential well.
collective coordinate system for model 3
The center of a soliton can be considered as a particle, if we look at this variable as a collective coordinate. The collective coordinate could be related to the potential by using one of the above models. The third model is able to give us analytic solution for the evolution of the soliton center during the soliton-potential interaction.
Here we work on the sine-Gordon model with its one soliton solution of (2) . By inserting the solution (2) in the lagrangian (10) and using metric (12), with adiabatic approximation [1, 2] we have
For the weak potential V(x) (14) becomes
X(t) remains as a collective coordinate if we integrate (15) over variable x
The equation of motion for the variable X(t) results from the (16)
It is a general equation for the any kind of potential. If we take the potential V (x) = −ǫδ(x) then (17) becomes
The above equation shows that the energy peak of the soliton moves under the influence of a complicated force which is function of its position and velocity. Note that an effective potential in the form equation (5) of model 1 appears in equation (18). If ǫ > 0 we have a barrier and ǫ < 0 creates a potential well. The energy of the soliton in the presence of the potential becomes
When the soliton is far from the center of the potential (X → ∞) (19) reduces to E = 4Ẋ 2 + 8. It is the energy of a particle with a mass of 8. Some of the features of the soliton behaviour can be found from the (19). For example, suppose that a potential barrier of height ǫ is located at the origin. A soliton with a low velocity reflects back from the barrier and a high energy soliton climbs over the barrier and passes over it. So we have a critical value for the velocity of the soliton which separates these two situations. The energy of a soliton in the origin (X=0) comes from (19)E(X = 0) = (4 + 3ǫ)Ẋ 2 + 8 + 2ǫ. The minima of the energy for a soliton in this situation is E = 8 + 2ǫ. On the other hand, a soliton which comes from the infinity with initial velocity v c has the energy of E (X = ∞) = 4v 
where X0 andẊ 0 are initial position and initial velocity respectively. Many of the characters of soliton-potential system can be extracted from the above solution. In the next sections some results will be discussed and also compared with the results of the other models.
Comparing of the models
These three models can be compared numerically. All these models (for a delta-like potential) have a parameter in their equation of motion,σ in model 1, λ 0 in model 2 and ǫ in model 3. The parameters control the strength of the external potential. It is possible to compare these three parameters in a specifc situation by simulation and adjusting parameters to have same results by different models for that specific situation. It is expected to find approximately the relation between the parameters in other situations. A set of simulations for the three models have been performed for finding v c with respect to different values of the potential strength with using three models. It is observed that model 3 predicts the value of v c = ǫ 2 when the soliton is far from the center of the potential (X 0 → ∞). Simulations using models 1 and 2 show the same ǫ 2 behaviour. An effective strength is found by interpolation of simulation results on the α+βǫ 2 for both models 1 and 2 with respect to parameter of model 3. Figure 1a shows the results of simulations for (1) If the initial velocity is less than v c then there exist a return point in which the velocity of the soliton is zero. This point is derived from (20)
where X 0 andẊ 0 are initial position and initial velocity respectively. If the above equation is rearranged as 1 cosh . Equation (24) . Figure 3b Some other experiments have been done using models 1 and 2. All the results are in very good agreement with predictions of model 3.
The trajectory of a soliton during the interaction by the potential,X(t) follows from (20) as
The above integral has been evaluated numerically by using Rubmerg's method and X(t) was plotted versus t. This result was compared with direct simulation using model 1. Figure 4 shows interaction. Another interesting experiment is finding the time which a soliton needs to reach a fixed point when it has different initial velocities. This situation has been investigated with both model 1 and model 3. Figure 5 shows the results for some different soliton-potential systems. Several different simulations have been set up and the results of different models compared. All the simulations show very good agreements between three models. So we can conclude that the analytic model 3 can predict the characteristics of a soliton-barrier system. It is concluded that the soliton 'lives' like a point particle but the extended nature of the soliton induces some effects on the potential and therefore the effective potential becomes more complicated than what we see in a point particle-barrier systems.
Soliton-well system
The soliton-well system is very interesting problem. The behaviour of a soliton during the interaction with a potential well is very different from a point particle in the same situation. It is found that some differences can be explained by the characters of the effective potential. Changing ǫ to −ǫ in (20) changes potential barrier to potential well. The solution for the system is 3Ẋ 2 + 2
Let's examine the validity of (26) by simulating model 1. Models 1 and 2 have similar behaviour. Here the simulations are performed using only model 1. Consider a potential well with the depth of . A soliton at the initial position X 0 moves toward the well with the initial velocity ofẊ 0 . It interacts with the potential and reaches a maximum distance from the center potential X max . The velocity of the soliton at X max is zero. X max can be found from (24) but with ǫ < 0. The time required for a soliton with an initial velocity V 0, from initial position X 0 to reach the origin also has been simulated using model 1 and has been calculated using model 3. Figures  7 show the results for a soliton with an initial position X 0 = −5. The effective potential from (21) has been used in model 3.
These results show that (21) is valid for the potential well too. Also we see that the model 3 covers the bahaviour of soliton-well system with an acceptable precision.
A soliton can pass through the potential well if it has suitable initial velocity. Figure 8 presents the simulation results using model 1 and calculation using model 3.
A soliton with a low initial velocity might get trapped by the potential and oscillate in the well. The Period of the oscillation can be calculated with model 3 from (24) with a negative potential strength (ǫ < 0). Figure 9 demonstrates an oscillating situation. This figure presents the trajectory of a soliton in a potential well with σ = −0.4 for the model 1 (ǫ ef f ective = −0.29 for model 3). The soliton is located at the initial position X 0 = −3 and starts moving with an initial velocityẊ 0 = 0.01. The period of the oscillation simulated by model 1 is , T ≈ 398 while the period calculated by (27) is about 372.
Because of using adiabatic approximation in model 3, the results show noticeable differences between the models when the velocity has rapid or big changes. In a situation where a soliton moves from an initial position very far from the potential with a very low velocity the models fail to match by using the fitting equations (21) and (22). This means that a better approximation is needed, but the analytic model is acceptable.
Conclusion and Remarks
An attractive situation in the soliton-well interaction is the fine structure of the islands of trapping. In model 1, the final situation of a soliton with an initial velocity lower than the critical velocity is very sensitive to its initial conditions and the strength of the well. In most of the cases when the incoming velocity of the soliton is smaller than critical velocity the soliton cannot escape from the potential. Particularly, after the first interaction soliton will stop and then it will return to interact with the potential again. For most of the initial conditions, the soliton will lose its energy again during the following interactions and finally become trapped by the potential. Equation (18) of model 3 clearly shows that the effective force is a function of the soliton velocity, so it may be dissipative. However, for some specific initla1 velocities, the soliton may escape to (±∞) after some interactions. It is hard to find any reasonable explanation in the analytic model 3. It might Figure 10 shows the outgoing velocity of the soliton as a function of its incoming velocity. The initial position of X 0 = −2 was used in simulations. The outgoing velocity has been calculated when the soliton reaches X = ±10. Zero final velocity means that the soliton is captured by the potential. The differential equation (18) has been integrated numerically by using "quality-controlled" stepsize in Runge-Kutta method with maximum error less than 0.001. Simulations at this precision show reflection and also transmission from the potential well at some initial velocities. The validity of the results is not so clear, because. Simulations with higher precision by using the maple fail to show reflection or transmission in most of the cases (but not all of them). This phenomenon needs a deeper investigation.
An analytical model for the soliton-potential interaction has been presented. It is shown that the model has a very near relation with other models in the way that it is possible to fit this model over the other models. The model gives the critical velocity in the soliton-potential interaction as a function of initial conditions of the soliton and the characters of the potential. The model predicts specific relations between some functions of initial conditions and other functions of final state of the soliton during the interaction. Also the model presents a good approximation for the trajectory of the soliton during the interaction. The oscillation period of the soliton in the well can also be calculated by this model. Simulations using other models are in agreement with the present analytic model. But this model does not predict the narrow windows of soliton reflection from the potential well.
This model can be used for prediction the results of other potentials beside the sine-Gordon model.
